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This proposal represents an important addition to 
the system of BMTAs and conservancies in the 
Great Bear Rainforest. 

The proposed area is relatively small compared to 
most other areas under protection, but contains 
many important forest attributes worthy of 
preservation. It encompasses a wide range of 
ecosystem types from arbutus lined shores to 
towering Douglas fir on mid-level slopes, red cedar  
swamp wetlands and mountain-top cypress 
meadows.



The proposed protected area is bound on 3 sides by 

visual quality constraints (retention) due to the s teep, 

prominent slopes. There is also a high concentratio n of 

residences, recreational marine and resort traffic through

Hole In The Wall and Okisollo Channels, and eco-tou rism 

businesses operating in the area. Hiking trails and  swimming

lakes are important community features as well. 



A 204 ha Goshawk Wildlife Habitat Area application located

here is currently undergoing government review. As well, 

Preservation of the very best “next oldest” stands f ound 

here would alleviate pressure on the rest of the LU ’s 

recruitment requirements. This area provides critic al 

habitat for wildlife that depend on old forest, suc h as bear

denning sites, winter ungulate range, marbled murre let and

northern goshawk nesting sites.



The very nature of the terrain that has, to date, l imited 
logging, represents key factors to this area’s uniq ue 
attributes. The numerous steep bluffy hillsides tha t were 
difficult to log in the past still retain groves of  large  (7’-8’ Ø) 
coastal Douglas fir and Western red cedar.  The Thu rlow LU 
is in grave old growth fir and cedar deficit for EB M targets 
and permanent old growth reserves have not yet been  
identified. This proposal offers an excellent oppor tunity to 
preserve old growth as required by EBM and to add t he only 
preserved area of XM2 in all the GBR.



The following maps demonstrate the high concentrati on of 
critical values that overlap in this unique area.



Proposed protected area overview
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This PPA would contain the only protection for 
Coastal Douglas fir in the Great Bear Rainforest.



Area of Original (never logged) 
forest, a very rare remnant on the 
south coast.



Area of Original Forest
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Area constrained  by EBM



Areas of Old Forest



Areas of old forest
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Areas constrained by VQOs
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Area constrained by proposed 
Goshawk Wildlife Habitat Area





The following photos are all taken within the propo sed protected area .



























In conclusion, the biodiversity and community value s for this 

proposed protected area are very high, while the ac tual area of 

timber not constrained by EBM driven factors (VQO, OG deficit 

targets and recruitment commitments)  is very small . The Licensee 

will lose little from their overall TSA but the Gre at Bear Rainforest 

will gain a critical reserve for the extremely rare , large coastal 

Douglas fir. This proposal, if accepted, would repr esent a major

commitment by the Licensee to the intent of  EBM an d professional

forestry.



This is currently TimberWest’s vision of

Old Forest Ecosystem management.



Contact:  IannidinardoD@TimberWest.com
Rory.Annett@gov.bc.ca

Jeffery@coastforest.org
jody@rainforestsolutions.org

This rare jewel deserves better.


